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501G Process Overview

THE LAWIQ DIFFERENCE

The FERC directed 127 pipeline companies (combined
$23 billion in total revenue) to file a Form 501G. Only
105 actually did and those 105 reported revenue of
$16 billion.
Of the 22 pipelines that did not file a Form 501G, 11
received either a complete waiver from FERC or an
extension of time beyond the end of 2018, while the
other 11 chose to file either a pre-arranged settlement

INTELLIGENCE
Uncover opportunities and
projects, monitor park & loan
data, tariff & rate changes, and
asset management agreements
Capture opportunities & revenue

of a Section 4 proceeding or commence a full Section 4
proceeding (“Option 2”).
Of the 105 filing pipelines, 15 filed to reduce their
current rates through a limited Section 4 filing

TIMING

4 proceeding (“Option 2”) in an amount ranging from

Quantify market risks, delays,
and pipeline capacities to
guarantee gas gets to market

0.2% to 25%. The practical revenue impact - calculated

Propel profitability

(“Option 1”) or a pre-arranged settlement of a Section

by adjusting the recourse rate revenue by their
individual percentage rate reduction - is approximately
$68 million annually for the 15 pipelines – only 4% of
the collective total revenue. This also equates to less

UNDERSTANDING

reported by all 105 filing pipelines.

Receive unbiased insights
& data visuals from on-call
experts twice weekly

Despite this proactive rate reduction measure, ten of

Increase executive confidence

than one-half of 1% of the collective annual revenue

these fifteen pipelines still remain subject to FERC rate
review. After these Option 1 and Option 2 filers, that
leaves 90 out of the 127 initial pipelines that chose to
avoid proactive action and wait it out.
What will FERC do next? Our data provide some clues.

DECIDE
Drive model-based decision
making from teams to board
room for best FIDs and ROE
Competitive advantage
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LawIQ Approach and Analysis
We focus on actual company filed data to spot pipelines at the highest risk of a Section 5 investigation
with scenarios depending on possible FERC priorities.
LawIQ extracted each data field from every filed Form 501G, which allows us to analyze the data in
those filings across the industry to calculate much more than just rate risk, but industry-wide and
company-specific data like administrative costs as a percentage of revenue, average debt ratios, state
tax rates, and annual depreciation.
LawIQ’s proprietary risk assessment tool divides the pipelines into four graphical quadrants based on
two key demarcations, a post-tax cut ROE of +/-16% and an Indicated Rate Reduction of +/-8%.

MIXED-RISK PIPELINES

HIGH-RISK PIPELINES

Pipelines that are in the upper left
quadrant are considered “mixed-risk,”
with an ROE above 16%.

The “high-risk” category in the upper
right quadrant shows pipeline filers
with BOTH an ROE above 16% and a
rate reduction above 8%.

LOW-RISK PIPELINES

MIXED-RISK PIPELINES

The lower left quadrant contains
pipelines with ROE’s below 16% and
rate reductions below 8%, thus are
unlikely to drive FERC action.

Pipelines that are in the lower right
quadrant are considered “mixed-risk,”
with a rate reduction above 8%.
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Having analyzed all available 501G filings and data, we offer the following three primary takeaways:
1.	 As expected, the filings have so far produced a limited impact on the overall shipper cost of service
rates and revenue for pipelines, primarily because 86% of those filing chose not to adjust their
rates.
2.	 There has been muted reduction in the rates paid by shippers that, so far, have not challenged the
pipelines that chose not to adjust their rates.
3.	 FERC must decide whether to investigate those pipelines that chose not to adjust rates at this time.
So, moving forward, the “at-risk” pipelines will vary depending upon FERC’s strategy, which we detail
in this report.
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FERC Section 5 Investigation Scenarios
On January 16, 2019, FERC announced Section 5 rate investigations against three of the pipelines from
the first wave of 501G filings in October. FERC also announced that nine companies from the first wave
of filers “have complied with the filing requirements of Order No. 849” and that FERC was terminating
their Form 501G proceedings without any further action. On February 19, 2019, FERC announced a
Section 5 investigation against one additional pipeline from the second wave of filings in November,
plus terminated proceedings for twenty companies. If FERC continues to launch investigations in that
ratio for the third wave filers, there could be 10 to 15 pipelines that face Section 5 rate cases in 2019.
There are several scenarios on how FERC will focus its investigatory efforts for the third wave filers and
beyond. We consider three scenarios which produce different priority orders of “most at risk” pipelines:
1.	 FERC could review the pipelines with the highest post-tax cut ROE’s under the theory that these
cases will be the easiest to prove and are most likely to be successful.
2.	 FERC could review the pipelines with the highest Indicated Rate Reduction on their Form 501Gs in
the hope of getting the biggest reductions done first.
3.	 FERC could focus on obtaining the biggest real-world results by reviewing the rates of pipelines that
have the potential of producing the greatest dollar reduction in recourse tariffs for the benefit of
shippers.
Based on the first set of announced FERC investigations, it would appear that our ranking by the
greatest dollar reduction in recourse tariffs may be the most predictive.

Pipeline Rankings
Exhibit I - Pipelines ranked by Return on Equity as calculated on the Form 501G
Exhibit II - Pipelines ranked by Indicated Rate Reduction as calculated on the Form 501G
Exhibit III - Pipelines ranked by Revenue Impact. This is a measure of rate reduction taken across total
pipeline revenue generated from recourse rate contract bases.
In addition, the rankings note pipelines with notable FERC activity to date, with color-coded indicators:
GREEN

Pipeline with 501G Case “Closed” by FERC with No Action

RED

Pipeline with Active 501G-related Section 5 Rate Investigation

BLUE

Pipeline with Rate Moratorium in effect
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501G Case “Closed” by FERC with No Action

EXHIBIT I: Rankings by Filed Return on Equity
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501G Case “Closed” by FERC with No Action

Exhibit II: Ranking by Filed Indicated Rate Reduction

Active 501G-related Section 5 Rate Investigation
Rate Moratorium in effect
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501G Case “Closed” by FERC with No Action

Exhibit III: Rankings by Revenue Impact

Active 501G-related Section 5 Rate Investigation
Rate Moratorium in effect
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501G Case “Closed” by FERC with No Action

Exhibit III: Rankings by Revenue Impact

Active 501G-related Section 5 Rate Investigation
Rate Moratorium in effect
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Current FERC Moratoriums
A Moratorium is a provision of a rate case settlement that establishes a prohibition on any settling
party (i.e., pipeline and pipeline shippers) from proposing Section 4 or Section 5 changes to the levels
of a pipeline’s general rates prior to a future date.
Moratoriums are relevant for assessing the risk from the 501G process because FERC granted waivers
of the 501G filing requirement for pipelines with current moratoriums in effect. The following pipelines
may not, therefore, face a FERC Section 5 proceeding until these current moratoriums expire.

Form 501G Filer

Elected 501G Option

Moratorium End Date

Tallgrass Interstate Gas Transmission, LLC

3

4/30/19

Columbia Gulf Transmission, LLC

3

7/1/19

ANR Pipeline Company

3

8/1/19

Transwestern Pipeline Company, LLC

3

10/1/19

Venice Gathering System, L.L.C.

3

10/1/19

Florida Gas Transmission Company, LLC

3

2/1/20

KO Transmission

3

2/1/20

Iroquois Gas Transmission System, LP

3

9/1/20

Colorado Interstate Gas Company, L.L.C.

3

10/1/20

Stingray Pipeline Company, L.L.C.

3

11/1/20

Wyoming Interstate Company, L.L.C.

3

1/1/21

Sabine Pipe Line, LLC

3

7/1/21

Columbia Gas Transmission LLC

3

1/31/22

Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America LLC

3

7/1/22

Gulf South Pipeline Company, LP

3

5/1/23
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